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Traffic Fatalities
1960
Last Year 1

Traffic fatalities in 1960 are expected to be lower than in 1959, according to statistics released by the Illinois State Police. The decrease is attributed to improved highway safety measures and increased public awareness. The number of fatalities is likely to be below 2,500, which is the average for the past five years.

Industrial Ed. Plans Course

World War II has forced many industries to adjust their plans for training new workers. The Industrial Education Department is developing courses that will prepare students for jobs in various industries. The courses will cover subjects such as mechanics, electronics, and welding. The department is also considering the possibility of offering vocational training for high school students.

Traffic Fatalities

SIU Backs Education Commission's Preference For A 12-Month School Year

SIU supports the Education Commission's recommendation for a 12-month school year. The commission's proposal is expected to increase student learning and reduce the number of dropouts. SIU's leadership expressed their support for the proposal, and the university is preparing to implement it in the upcoming academic year.

Activities

Opera Tour Tops List

Looking ahead for activities, the season of the opera company begins on Saturday, October 1, with the classic opera "Turandot." The opera will be performed at the University Auditorium. The performance will feature guest artists and is expected to be a highlight of the season.

Twenty Foreign Specialists To Join SIU Faculty

SIU is welcoming twenty new foreign specialists to the faculty. These specialists will be joining the university in various fields, including agriculture, engineering, and education. The university is proud to have such a diverse and talented faculty.

Workshop Begins Monday

A workshop on innovative teaching methods will begin on Monday, October 3. The workshop will be led by Dr. Robert L. Tucker, an expert in educational technology. The workshop is open to all faculty members and is expected to be a valuable resource for improving teaching methods.

Office Makes Survey For Housing List

The office is conducting a survey to gather information on housing needs. The survey will be used to create a housing list for students. The survey is expected to be completed in the next few weeks.

Policy Would Provide More Utilization Of Campus Facilities

The possibility of a full-time school year from August to May is being considered by the SIU Board of Trustees. The policy, if adopted, would provide more utilization of campus facilities and could increase student enrollment.

Miss Yvonne Lee, a freshman from Carbondale, was selected as the student representative for the Board of Trustees. She will serve a one-year term and will attend meetings of the Board to represent the students.

Education Group Elects Officers

The Education Group held its annual election of officers. The new officers are: President, Dr. Robert Smith; Vice President, Dr. Mary Johnson; Secretary, Ms. Jane Brown; and Treasurer, Mr. John White.

Tennis and 12-month Operations

SIU has signed a contract with a local sports facility to provide additional outdoor facilities for tennis and other sports. The facility will be open year-round and will provide additional opportunities for students and community members.

Mr. John Smith, a member of the SIU faculty, has been selected to serve as the chair of the Committee on Faculty Affairs. Mr. Smith will lead the committee in addressing faculty concerns and issues.

Missy Mary lowers the flag on campus, as part of the school's observance of the day of remembrance. The flag is lowered in honor of the victims of the terrorist attacks on September 11.

Leading Political Scientist Accepts SIU Appointment

Dr. Ukai, a leading political scientist, has accepted an appointment to the SIU faculty. Dr. Ukai will be joining the School of Political Science and will be teaching courses in international relations.

Looking Ahead for Activities

Dr. Ukai will be teaching a course on international relations, and his work is expected to contribute to the growth of the School of Political Science. The school is planning to offer several new courses in the upcoming academic year.
**The Day Of Dreams**

Southern, rising in recognition and growth in the past ten years, has had in its schools facilities to combat the tidal waves of mid-century migrations. The University has advanced its academic positions through raising its standards and extending its programs in both academic and educational activities. The University has also succeeded in accommodating the influx of students and in maintaining a quality educational standard by which it has been self-allowed, to the end that Southern may be the focal point of educational opportunities.

The deficits have been attacked by the University for as far back as recent times as the deficit of space is permanent in the organic structures. The General Assembly has been attempting to provide such space, in the recent years in order to help the University in its space needs. Despite the problem, however, now that these spaces have been worked out by the University in great quantity, the spirit of the space is that of a definite emphasis.

But all will be undone when these days are over. No matter how and to the gradenesses these last few days may seem, the coming of the season will be welcomed relief. The existing student will soon see into the world of physical and psychological space. We must face the facts.

By Betty Lee Evans

"Why do I dream?" is a question that has been asked by many students, especially those who are involved in academic pursuits. The answer to this question is not a simple one, as it depends on the individual's personal beliefs and values. However, there are several theories that attempt to explain the role of dreams in our lives.

**Play Review**

**Desire** Tops Performances

Betty Lee Evans

In the world of theatre, it is not uncommon to witness the emergence of new talent. In the case of the play "Desire," the cast and crew have put in a great deal of effort to bring this production to life. The set design, costumes, and lighting are all exceptional, creating an immersive atmosphere that draws the audience into the story.

**Final Exam Schedule**

The final exam schedule for the fall semester has been released by the Registrar's Office. Exams will be held during the week of November 12-16. Students are encouraged to prepare accordingly and ensure they have all necessary materials.

**Five Agriculture Students Accept Assistantships**

Five Southern Agriculture students will receive assistantships for the upcoming academic year. The assistantships are designed to support the students in their academic pursuits.

**Iowa's Heartland**

JOE'S TEXACO

But the tough question is one of a child's readiness to understand the world and the people around him. A lot depends on the answers he gets—and on who gives him these answers. A lot depends on you.

**MOVING IN AUGUST?**

Do IT THE EASY AND EFFICIENT WAY

RENT A TRAILER

Pick It Up at Joe's and Leave It At Your Destination

JOE'S TEXACO

Iowa City

**WHAT COLOR IS GOD?**

"It's a tough question to answer. But the tough questions are usually the most important ones to a child when he’s trying to understand the world and the people around him. A lot depends on the answers he gets—and on who gives him these answers. A lot depends on you. Help your child tackle life squarely by helping him understand the Bible. Worship together in your Church or Synagogue this week. Find the strength to help your child grow together."

---

**PLANNING A PARTY? MAKE IT A PIZZA PARTY**

ITALIAN VILLAGE

PIZZA

405 South Washington
Cambridge, IL

**SPECIAL RATES FOR PARTIES**

Free Delivery with Orders $3.50 or Over

AC COMPANY AIR CONDITIONED

GL-1-6599

AIR CONDITIONED

**THE EGYPTIAN**

GOT TO DO A PAPER?

Typewriters for Rent

$2 Per Week

$5 Per Month

STILES

Office Equipment Co.
446 S. Illinois

**ARIZONA**

Find the strength for your life—worship together this week

Religious In American Life, Inc.
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Whimsy

Hat Show Classes Talent

By Ann Stewart

"Bulbous" headdress, "angry crowned" headdress and "beard" headdress. The beauty in the hat this year is in the air in the room. Several names of these hats indicate the fact that the hat modeler was her "bubbling with excitement." Looks and style now are popular in the millinery classes which are open to all women.

Whimsey

When asked what is "a Whimsy"

"It is that which is the most current in hat making in this country," said Mrs. Manfredott, a designer in the millinery course which is open to all women.

Workshop

When asked what is "a Whimsy"

"It is that which is the most current in hat making in this country," said Mrs. Manfredott, a designer in the millinery course which is open to all women.

Workshop

Attention was called to the fact that the hat modeler was her "bubbling with excitement." Looks and style now are popular in the millinery classes which are open to all women.

Kappa Delta Pi Initiates 11 New Members

Outstanding scholastic achievement and high ethical standards were the qualifications used in selecting the new members of Kappa Delta Pi at the recent graduation at Everett Community College.

The fraternity is comprised of approximately 1500000 members and 12500000 students. The fraternity is a member of the American Association of University Women.

The new members are:

Eve H. Buehner, Frances Maloney, Lorel Armstrong, Karen W. Williams all of Carbondale; Frank Florance and Paula Moon-Johnson of Harrisburg; Douglas S. Stiles of Marion; Eveline Breeze of Curryville; and Ann E. Ahl of Taylor.

SAVE 20% on DRY CLEANING CASH AND CARRY

SUTTS $1.00

DRESSES $1.00

PANTS 50¢

SKIRTS 50¢

SWEATERS 50¢

ALL WORK UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTEED

UNIVERSITY "NEAREST THE CAMPUS" MILL AND ILLINOIS
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Reduced 30%